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Introduction 
 

 

The goal of this report is to give you the first and most important piece of a proven, 
step-by-step system for landing your dream job.   
 
Most people are conducting job searches by using tactics and strategies that were 
invented years or even decades ago, in spite of the numerous advances or changes in 
technology, culture, and the science of hiring that have taken place during that time.  
 
The results get worse with each year that passes.  Recruiters and hiring managers stop 
calling, and when they do call, they want to spend a few minutes talking by phone 
rather than bringing candidates in for face-to-face interviews. Job-seekers who are 
fortunate enough to speak with hiring managers in person find themselves facing 
different (and often tougher) questions.   
 
Career-minded individuals from all different backgrounds find themselves looking for 
resources to navigate a new set of challenges in the hiring process. They need guides 
to show them a way through unfamiliar territory to the promised land of their Dream 
Job.   
 
The good news is that’s just what you’re going to find on the next page.  
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Our Story – The 1 Minute Version 
 

 

I started coaching in 2010 after two younger 
professionals approached me about helping them 
accomplish very specific career goals they each had in 
mind.  They saw that I had already achieved the 
success they had in mind, and wanted to take 
advantage of my experience.   
 
Six months later they were both well on their way, and 
their parting would provide me an opportunity to help 
many more people.  
 

As I geared up for work with new clients, I reflected on what I had accomplished at 
that point in my career, starting out as “just another kid from the wrong side of town” 
and then graduating college with highest honors and a degree in social work.  I 
accepted a low-paying job initially, but figured out how to double my income within 
the first two years out of school.  Then I doubled my income two more times and moved 
up into the ranks of management, before finally moving on to focus on being the boss 
of my own successful coaching business.   
 
What got me there, I realized, was exactly what will get you where you want to go.  
It’s summarized in two simple words that make up the only secret you need to know 
to land your dream job and achieve success in your career.  More about that in just a 
second. 
 

Melinda grew up on the wrong side of the same town I did.  
She got out of the neighborhood just like I did and found 
herself in New York City, recruiting on Wall Street for a 
major investment bank.   
 
When we teamed up, it was clear we had a powerful 1-2 
punch to offer job-seekers.  She knew what it took to get 
past applicant tracking systems, across the desk of an HR 
recruiter and the hundreds of resumes that die there each 
week.  She could help candidates get themselves in front of 
a hiring manager, and I knew what to do from there. 

  

  
 

 
To land any job, and especially your dream job, you have to get inside the mind of the 
hiring manager.  People who have never had the responsibility of being the final 
decision-maker when it comes to hiring don’t understand the monologue that takes 
place.  We knew that was a secret to getting hired, but it wasn’t the secret.  We also 
knew that just discovering the secret wasn’t good enough.  We had to make it so 
simple to understand that all of our clients could take action on it.  
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So What’s The Secret Already?! 
 
Remember what I told you about my first two coaching clients?  How I mentioned 
that they came to me with very specific goals in mind?  Consider that a clue. 
 
Before I tell you what the secret is, be warned that it’s the sort of secret better left to 
be discovered.  Telling it directly causes one of two reactions.  A few people will stop 
and ponder the secret.  They’ll take a thoughtful and considerate approach, deciding 
to test it out and see if it really works.   
 
The majority, however, will find themselves thinking “it can’t be that simple” or “oh 
yeah, I did that already and it didn’t work.”  They’ll pass over the secret so quickly that 
they won’t even fully understand it. Imagining that they understand what they’re 
reading, they’ll skim over it without a second thought.  In all likelihood, they won’t 
even make it to the last page before putting this report away and looking for some 
other “magic bullet” solution to all their problems at work.   
 
If you want to separate yourself from the other 98% of all other job-seekers, and be 
part of the elite 2% who use a winning formula to succeed over and over again, you 
should be starting to get clear on what you need to do.   
 

 
 
That’s it.  The 1 simple secret isn’t about your resume, or the perfect interview 
question.  It isn’t tapping into the “hidden job market” or engaging in some fuzzy 
sounding activity like “networking.”   
 
The rest of this report explains what we mean when we talk about extreme clarity, and 
the road to reaching your goals.  It’s the part many of you will never read, either 
because you’re just not ready to get serious about goal-setting or you don’t think it will 
work for you.  If you are serious about success, take a minute and tell yourself “I’m 
serious about achieving my goals.”   
 
Now say it out loud so you can hear yourself get serious.  I’m not joking around with 
you, and I’m not here to waste your time.  SAY IT OUT LOUD and don’t turn the 
page until you’re done!   
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You’re Still Reading? 
 
Good for you!  Now for the bad news:  you’ve got a long way to go.  What follows is 
a breakdown of the most fundamental principles of goal-setting.  Whether consciously 
or subconsciously, each and every person who successfully lands his or her dream job 
has implemented these principles.  Without these success isn’t just unlikely, it’s 
impossible.   
 
Many of these principles can be found in “Catch Your Big Break:  7 Steps To Get The Job 
You Want And Get Ahead In Your Career,” the book I wrote in 2012 that launched the 
website and now provides people across the country with the framework they need to 
land their dream job.  While this report covers some of the same territory, it’s shorter 
in length and is intended more as a warm-up to reading the book rather than a 
replacement.   
 
Sadly, too many people dismiss the idea of creating clear, written goals.  They claim to 
be busy making their goals happen, but when asked they can barely articulate what 
their goals are with any amount of precision.   
 
Consider the following research, provided by www.ThinkTQ.com: 
 

 Only about 50 percent of people create goals challenging enough to inspire 
themselves. 

 About 25 percent of people convert their goals into measurable milestones and 
objectives.  

 Less than 11 percent of people include target dates for each objective. 
 Less than 2 percent of people create a detailed map of daily, weekly, and long-

term goals, and take actions towards those goals every day.  
 
When we talk about “extreme clarity” we often make reference to the statistics above.  
Extreme clarity means creating a map of daily, weekly, and long-term goals that is so 
detailed you are able to identify exactly what you must accomplish each day in order 
to reach your goals.  
 
If you want to be in the top 2 percent of people in your profession, this is what you 
have to do.  Create a goal high enough to ignite your passion and inspire you. Commit 
absolutely and unconditionally to hitting that goal. Break the goal down into tangible 
milestones and objectives. Write down those goals and objectives with a declared 
target date for each one, and create a detailed road map to move you forward.  Then 
take action daily until you hit your goals!  This magical formula doesn’t require hours 
of back-breaking work.  It doesn’t take a genius-level IQ or an Ivy League education.  
It simply requires focused action on your part.  To use a word coined by my own 
coach, Raymond Aaron, you’ll rise to the top of your field and find yourself 
accomplishing goals “auto-magically.” 
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What A Goal Statement Really Is 
 
When speaking about goals, most people speak only of the final destination they’ll 
reach some day, and in doing so they leave out two essential pieces: 
 

1. A goal is a dream with a deadline.  Without a definite end point, you don’t 
really have a goal to accomplish what’s in your mind.  You have a wish or a 
dream.  It’s very easy to say that you have a goal of traveling to a foreign 
country, for example.  However, until you are able to state that you will “leave 
on a 2-week trip to South Africa no later than January 1st, 2016” you don’t 
really have a goal.  

2. Identify the road to get there.  No written goal statement is truly complete 
until it details the process for arriving at that goal.  It’s necessary to know that 
the cost of an airline flight from New York City to Capetown, South Africa 
costs a minimum of $1,501 in today’s dollars and one had better account for 
inflation if planning a trip more than 6 months in advance.  Hotel 
accommodations will cost another $1,122 for a 2-week trip, so our traveler had 
better have a plan for where he or she will acquire the necessary funds or be 
willing to admit having only a dream of traveling to Capetown.  A well-written 
goal statement would also include week by week action steps for researching 
the best rates for travel, getting approval to take time off work, purchasing 
plane tickets, identifying sights one will see, and more.   

 

I Need A Job! 
 
So what does all this have to do with getting a job?  Occasionally, our team here at 
Catch Your Big Break talks with a job-seeker who doesn’t have any clear goal in mind 
for his or her career, but just wants to get a job.  “It doesn’t matter what kind, I just 
need to make some money!” he says.  And so the conversation starts.  
 
Us:   “How much money?” 
Him:   “Just enough to pay the rent and the rest of my bills.  I don’t really care how 

much.” 
Us:   “Well how much money is that?” 
Him:   “My last job paid me $45,000 per year, but at this point I’d take anything.  I 

don’t know.  $40,000 I guess.” 
Us:   “So if we found you a great job making $38,000 you’d turn it down because it 

doesn’t pay enough?” 
Him: “I could probably make it on $38,000 but it would be tight.” 
Us: “What if we found you something for $35,000?” 
Him: “Fine. I’ll take it.  Are you just playing games with me? 
Us: “Not at all, we’re just trying to figure out what you’re really trying to 

accomplish.  By the way, the job is with the city sanitation department.  You 
did say you don’t care what kind of job you get, right?” 
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Him: “What?  I don’t want to be the garbage man!  You people are driving me 
crazy!” 

Us:  “Ditto.” 
 
We don’t require that our new clients come to us having already documented with 
extreme clarity what their career goals are.  Our system for helping job-seekers 
succeed includes a process for getting that clarity.  On the other hand, we will tell you 
that it’s your job to engage in the process and make some decisions.  Only you can 
identify the goals that will be meaningful to you, the goals that are big enough and 
personal enough to ignite the passion you need to get you moving.  When you 
willingly take action and make decisions, you’ll be amazed at the results you can 
accomplish.  Here’s what happened for one of our recent clients: 
 

 
 

A Few Important Notes 
 
There are countless lessons we all need to learn about goal-setting and goal 
achievement.  Rather than try to capture the entire sum of knowledge on this topic, 
I’ve listed what I believe are some of the most important ones here. 
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1. Set high goals. Jim Collins and Jerry Porras in their book Built To Last talk 
about creating BHAGs—Big, Hairy, Audacious Goals. That’s the way to get 
stuff done.  

 
2. Be S.M.A.R.T. with your goals. I spent a lot of money to get a master’s 

degree from Indiana University, and if there was one thing I learned in the 
process, this was it.  We talked about S.M.A.R.T. goals over and over again. 
S.M.A.R.T. stands for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and 
Time-limited. Make your goals measurable and then measure your progress. 

 
3. Be accountable. Identify someone who will hold you accountable and set 

specific times for them to do that. If you don’t have someone who will help 
hold you accountable—some sort of peer pressure leading you towards 
accomplishing your goals—you’re missing out on a great opportunity.  

 
4.  State your goals in positive terms rather than negative ones. Many of you 

have done the exercise of not thinking about a purple elephant. It’s really 
hard because the minute someone says, “Don’t think about a purple 
elephant,” a purple elephant is exactly what enters your mind. If you say, “I 
don’t want to smoke. Don’t smoke. Don’t smoke,” what your mind hears is 
“smoke, smoke, smoke” and it’s very difficult to avoid smoking. But if you 
focus instead on breathing clean air and dealing with stress by drinking 
water or eating something healthy instead of smoking, and then you 
implement that, you may find yourself eating a bit more but you will find 
yourself thinking about smoking less and actually smoking less. So state 
your goals in positive terms rather than negative ones. In this example, 
you’re also replacing a habit that’s destructive to your health with one that’s 
constructive.  

 
5. Be true to yourself and make goals about which you are both passionate 

and committed. If your family wants you to become a doctor or a lawyer 
and you don’t want to, don’t set either of those as a goal just to make your 
parents happy. I’m not speaking from personal experience on that one, but 
I know others who have felt pressured into significant life decisions in order 
to keep a loved one happy. I never recommend it.  Set goals that you 
personally are passionate about. When you have identified a potential goal, 
make sure you are committed to seeing it through. Do some research. Talk 
to others when needed and identify the cost of accomplishing your goal. 
Consider whose opinion really matters to you, and discuss your potential 
goal only with those people. When you believe that you have enough 
accurate information about your goal, make a definite decision about 
whether you will pursue it. (Incidentally, I make decisions based on the 
formula taught by former secretary of state Colin Powell, which states that 
once you’ve acquired 40 to 70% of all the information that could be 
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available about a decision, go with your gut. Doing so will keep you moving 
forward and prevent “analysis paralysis” from setting in.)  

 
6. Know the benefits that will come to you when you achieve your goal. If 

you’re currently a mid-level manager and you want to become a senior 
manager, know the benefit of reaching that goal. Find out what the salary is. 
Find out if the position comes with its own administrative assistant. (If you 
want to shuffle less paperwork, kiss the fax machine goodbye, and never 
type up meeting minutes again, that’s a significant benefit.) If you know that 
moving from mid-level manager to senior manager makes the difference, 
identify that fact; when you know all the benefits of achieving your goal, 
you can use them to focus and drive you towards that goal. If your goal is to 
make a certain dollar amount, no matter how you think you’ll reach that 
goal, know what you’re going to do with that dollar amount because money 
is just paper. Money isn’t magic and it doesn’t make you happy. Money can’t 
buy health, but it can buy good doctors. Money can’t buy sleep, but it can 
buy a nice bed that may help you sleep better. Money can’t buy everything, 
so know the real focus, the real benefits of your efforts. 

 
8. Commit yourself at high stakes to the process of achieving your goals. 

Make a bet on yourself so you’ll feel pressure to succeed. Put money down. 
Buy education—classes, seminars, books, DVDs, etc.—that will give you 
the skills or knowledge you need to reach that goal. Request time off from 
work and block time off from your calendar to take action towards a 
specific goal. Do whatever it takes to identify specific investments you can 
make in the pursuit of your goal. If you take your time, your talent, and your 
worldly treasure and throw it all at your goal, your heart, body, and mind 
will follow after it. 

 

For Those Who Don’t Punch A Time Clock 
 
There are benefits to getting extreme clarity about your goals even if you don’t punch 
a time clock.  Catch Your Big Break (the book and the site) are resources for solo 
business owners, independent professionals, and people who make their living in a 
variety of different fields.  Real estate agents, interior designers, insurance salespeople, 
and others have already benefitted from following this system.  Consider the 
experience of this recent client: 
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Wrapping it all up 
 

After you write your goals on paper, it is important to review these goals on a regular 
basis and repeat them to yourself. Say them out loud when no one else is around. 
When you do this, you force your subconscious to grapple with the new reality you’ve 
created by setting these goals and committing to them. Your mind will go to work 
finding ways to accomplish your goals, and will seek out the resources it needs to 
move you forward. As you review your goals, feel free to expand on them or clarify 
them in any way that comes to mind. Your goal statements may be simple at first, and 
that’s okay. Over time, as you consistently review and repeat your goals out loud, take 
a moment to write down any related objectives, strategies, and action steps that come 
to mind.  
 
Before you put down this report and walk away, take time to write down at least one 
Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal in as much specific detail as you can manage. Get extreme 
clarity. Make it Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-limited. Then, 
identify at least one physical action that you can take today—right now—to 
accomplish that goal. For example, write: 

 
I want to______________________________________________________ 
As measured by ______________________________________________ 
by the following date:__________________________________________. 
One action step I can take right now to accomplish that goal is 
____________________________________________________________. 
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(For bonus points, go and actually do that one specific action that will move you 
towards accomplishing your goal before you turn the next page. Then write down a 
second action step. Go do it now.) 

 

Plugging Yourself In 
 
Congratulations on making it this far.  Now that you’ve taken action and created a 
written goal statement, you’re well on your way to accomplish what you have in your 
mind.   
 
As you continue to reinforce this habit, you will experience something that only 2% of 
your peers experience:  the satisfaction of high achievement in your chosen field.   
 
Watch and see how quickly you’ll move toward landing your dream job.  Before long, 
you’ll be a position to reap the real benefits of this process: 
 

 Increased confidence from knowing that you’re implementing a system that 
works, not just for exceptionally gifted people when they work hard at it, but 
for the average guy or gal on the street. 

 Lower frustration and stress from thinking about how much more you could 
accomplish if someone would only give you a chance.   

 More professional opportunities to use your strengths and showcase your 
talents.  Everyone wants to work with winners, and that’s what you’ll be as you 
accomplish your goals, set new ones, and succeed over and over again. 

 
By entering your email to get this report, we’ll now continue your education on career 
strategy by sending you updates about the latest research we’re uncovering and the 
events we’re holding here at www.CatchYourBigBreak.com. 
   
If you’re really serious about your goals and, like the two young professionals at the 
beginning of this report, you’re ready to benefit from the experience of someone 
who’s been there before, contact us to talk through your next steps. We’ll get you 
inside the minds of HR recruiters and hiring managers, get you in front of the right 
people, and help you land your dream job.   
 
We wish you the best of success with your career. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Steve Monte      Melinda Barrow 
Career Strategy Coach    HR Consultant 

http://www.catchyourbigbreak.com/
http://catchyourbigbreak.com/blog/

